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‘Time crystal’

Krzysztof Sacha, Phys. Rev. A 91, 033617 (2015)

Spatial translational symmetry breaking

liquid Solid crystal

Time translation symmetry breaking



Brief history : time crystal

- The idea of a time crystal was proposed by Frank Wilczek, a professor at 
MIT and Nobel laureate, in 2012.



Forbidden ‘time crystal’

- Quantum time crystals in equilibrium are not possible!
- If the system is in Non-equilibrium?



Time crystal In Non-equilibrium 
systems

One of authors

- Time translation symmetry breaking can occur in periodically driven(Floquet) system
- Resulting discrete time crystal

- A theory paper that propose  a time crystal experiment with spin of Ion chains 



Experimental scheme: 
Hamiltonian

Floquet period: 𝑇 = 𝑡1 + 𝑡2 + 𝑡3

Spin ½  particle chain with 10~14 particles in Ion trap 
171Yb+ |F=0, mf=0>   , |F=1, mf=0>

Pulses are generated by AOMs

𝑈 𝑇 = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻3𝑡3𝑒−𝑖𝐻2𝑡2𝑒−𝑖𝐻1𝑡1



Global rotation

𝐻1 = 𝑔(1 − 𝜖)
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𝑔: Rabi frequency 2𝑔𝑡1 = 𝜋
𝜖: small perturbation

- Pair of Raman laser illuminate the entire the ion chain

- 𝜋 pulse 𝑒−𝑖𝐻1𝑡1 rotate the spins roughly half way of Bloch sphere.
- Response of the system is expected to be twice the drive period 2T
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BB1 decoupling
Deviation reduced by third order



Interaction : Ising Hamiltonian

𝐻2 =
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Spin dependent dipole force is applied

Bichromatic Laser beams with beat-note with the frequency of 
𝜔 = 𝜔 0 ± 𝜇 gives spin-spin interaction ion in Lamb-Dicke
regime
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Ω: Rabi frequency

𝜔 𝑅: recoil energy

𝜔 𝑚: trap frequency

𝑏𝑖,𝑚: normal mode matrix



Disorder

- Programmed disorders are applied (fourth-order AC stark shift)
- Localize the system (Related to stability of time crystal)
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Experimental scheme: time 
sequence

- Initialize spin state : ۧ|𝜓0 = | ۧ↓ 𝑥 =
1

2
(| ۧ↓ 𝑧+| ۧ↑ 𝑧)

- Around 100 times Floquet unitary operations (~75 μs)
- Measure spin magnetization through spin-dependent fluorescence

𝜎𝑖
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝜓0 𝜎𝑖

𝑥(𝑡)𝜎𝑖
𝑥(0) 𝜓0



Experimental results : without 
spin-spin interaction

a: Only spin flip applied, splitting of spectrum due to 𝜖 is observed
b: a with disorder, spins presses with different lamour rates because of 
different individual fields 



Experimental results : rigidity of 
time crystal 

In time crystal phase, the spins lock to the subharmonic frequency of the drive period
(Robust to the perturbation)
If perturbation become too strong, time crystal phase transit to symmetry unbroken phase



Experimental results: role of 
disorder

- Without disorder, the time crystal phase in unstable. Spin-spin interaction 
suppress the beat note.

- With disorder, the time crystal is stable subharmonic response is observed



Experimental results: phase 
transition

N. Y. Yao et. al, Phys. rev. Lett. 118, 030401 (2017) 



Summary

• Observed time translation symmetry breaking in to 
discrete time crystal experimentally.

• Showed time crystal is robust to perturbations in 
the drive.

• Floquet system with long-range interaction can be 
useful tool for non-equilibrium quantum dynamics

• Can be used for quantum information tasks, such as 
a robust quantum memory.


